
CWC 2015 Best bowling returns        by Hemical 

Featuring the 10 best bowling analyses from the 2015 CWC (the 4-fors being differentiated by 
economy rate rather than average)

http://stats.espncricinfo.com/icc-cricket-world-cup-
2015/engine/records/bowling/best_figures_innings.html?id=6537;type=tournament
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Across

1 US school classes containing 

space for explosives (8)

6 The man who took 5-71 v 

Australia beginning to freeze 

hot nitrogen (4)

10 Famous sprinter goes round 

university for the man who took 

5-27 v Australia (5)

11 Occasionally I meet Moss 

modelling (9)

12/27 During cup match, 

strangely opt to make very

careful progress (6)

13 Surprisingly, too many drugs 

every 24 hours is not excellent 

(5)

14 Endures pictures brought 

back by woman, reaching 

breaking point (4,5)

16 Diplomcay cut short by 

heartless country, although no 

one is actually saying it (7)

19 Comic actor Laurel receiving 

knockback for being austere (7)

20 The man who took 7-33 v 

England to take a look round 

unfashionable hotel (7)

22 Dignitary, a deputy to 

Fredericks, Marshall or Gilchrist 

(7)

24 Needing more food than the 

rest, tries cycling after being 

suspended (9)

25 Turkey remains rubbish (5)

27 See 12

28 With the intention of 

disrupting drone riot (2,5,2)

30 The man who took 5-33 v 

England quiet after damage (5)

31 Selectors finally reject unfit-

for-play Cook (4)

32 Captive held in major city 

without a working emergency 

room (8)

Down

2 Spherical earth not good (5)

3 Smart vote against covers 

repeating the argument's 

conclusion (5)

4 Show director one spread 

wide apart (7)

5 Robson perhaps starts to 

organise sampling Asian snacks 

- such as these (7)

6 What you need to be for the 

middle part of stiff climb (3)

7 Above-the-line figure 

collected by an REM tour (9)

8 American bomb hollowed out 

excessively for the man who 

took 4-21 v Ireland (6)

9 The man who took 4-25 v 

UAE to clean top to bottom at 

home (6)

15 The man who took 6-28 v 

New Zealand backed by 50% of 

plutocrats (5)

17 Routinely produces cut shot, 

strangely truncated when 

holding The Ashes? (6,3)

18 The man who took 4-26 v SL 

and hat-trick against Ireland (5)

20 The man who took 5-55 v 

India to travel by boat round 

Ohio (6)

21 Paratrooper saying what he 

does for treatment of 

conjunctivitis (3-4)

22 Check note about alternative 

man who took 4-18 v 

Afghanistan (7)

23 Say why that could be a 

problem with old pirate's saying 

(2-2-2)

25 Pace encountered over 

central spot (5)

26 Match a European doesn't 

finish (5)

29 Groundwater essentially 

hardened wickets (3)


